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Now is my soul troubled.  And what shall I say?  ‘Father, save me from this hour’?  But 

for this purpose I have come to this hour.  Father, glorify your name.”  John 12:27 

This week we are diving into the deep end of the pool venturing into the way we 

respond and attribute meaning to experience by what is called “interpretational reflex”.  

I always wondered what the doctor was trying to learn by taking a red rubber tom-a-

hock and hitting my knee to watch my foot jump out and almost kick him.  Reflex, that’s 

what we do when information and experience hit us.   

In Western culture our interpretational reflex is to look at everything at arm’s length, 

objectively, critically.  From this initial perspective we then analysis, deduce, construct 

applicable meaning to the object.  Therefore, our understanding of the object is limited 

to our understanding and ability to construct meaning.  Emphasis is on how we come to 

know. 

Scripture changes this process in our knowing.  Emphasis is not on reflex but on 

reception; not understanding but beholding; not analyzing Christ but being in Christ.  

Not focused on information but the Person of Jesus. This strange switch is not easy to 

grasp.  The idea of contact with reality used by Polanyi and Meek offer valuable clues in 

how we may be transformed in this area of our thinking.  Meek writes “Polanyi defines 

contact with reality as ‘the condition for anticipating an inderterninate range of yet 

unknown (and perhaps inconceivable) true implications’” (Meek, Contact 78). 

Meek, inspirited by Polanyi, proposes the following way to think: 

The covenant epistemology thesis is that we should take as our paradigm of knowing 

the interpersonal, covenantally-constituted relationship.  Covenant epistemology 

presumes Polanyian epistemology, specifically subsidiary-focal integration [which means 

– subsidiary, the wealth of experience, knowledge and life that lay beneath the surface 

of the focal; the focal, you learn how to play the piano by focusing on learning the 

keys—once you know the keys you no longer focus on them, they become subsidiary 

and you play a song  through them; when it all comes together integration happens, and 

the awe-ha moments occur!] and or course, the notion of contact with reality.  But it 

moves on from there to develop the claim that we should deem not only the knower to 

be personal but, in some sense, the known—reality—to be personal as well.  Thus, 
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knowing would be like cultivating an interpersonal relationship.  Best epistemic 

practices, then, are those that best cultivate interpersonal relationship: love, pledge, 

invitation, indwelling—it is easy to develop an extensive “epistemological etiquette.”  

The act of coming to know (discovery) is transformative encounter.  The proper end of 

knowing is not explicit exhaustive comprehension nor something that falls short of that 

wrongheaded ideal.  Instead, the proper end of knowing is communion with the real.  

243 

Note what Forsyth wrote over 100 years ago: 

We can be quite sure of our communion with God and its eternal security only as we are 

sure of the realities that create, saturate, and sustain it, only in Christ, only as we are 

sure of the Son of God in us.  These realities emerge in the region of experience, and 

unfold in its warmth.  They talk its language, and have their scope in its occasions.  But it 

is not their matter.  We are surer of Christ and His salvation than of our faith; but it is 

certitude of a Christ Who can be understood only by faith, i.e. by personal contact with 

Him.  Authority, 55 

 

Christ’s life on earth was troubled that He might say to you and me today “Come to me, 

all who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.” Matthew 11:28 

 

Troubled = tetoraktai  [Perfect Passive Indicative 3 person singular – tarasso] 

NIDNTT, Vol 3 

Classical Greek Literature:  a Homeric term (the root tarach, still discernible in trachys, 

rough, harsh, savage), means to shake something out of inertia and throw it into 

confusion, i.e. to disturb, to upset, to confound, to agitate (from the stirring up of the 

sea or movement of the air, to violent emotional agitation), hence to confuse, but also, 

to shake (both of shaking up a medicine and of shaking a conviction, causing shock).  

There is a corresponding use of the passive: to be disturbed, agitated, confused, even to 

become alarmed.  The noun tarachos similarly connotes agitation, confusion, tumult.  

709 

Old Testament:  The LXX uses tarasso on the whole in the same way as classical Greek, 

to render various Hebrew equivalents (cf. Ezek 32:2, 13, to troubled water; Ps 46:6, of 

the nations; Isa 8:12, to be dismayed, alarmed).  709 
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New Testament:  In the NT tarasso occurs 17 times, tarachos twice (Acts 12:18; 19:23), 

and tarache only once (Jn 5:4).  The meaning is essentially the same as in classical 

Greek.  Tarasso is used of troubling water (Jn 5:4, 7).  The water in the Bethesda pool 

was probably disturbed from time to time by an intermittent spring.  Popular belief 

supposed that at such times an angel endued the water with healing properties.  709 

The passive is always used in the NT in a negative sense, connoting emotional 

disturbance: to become terrified, to be afraid or overawed. 

The passive voice is that use of the verb which denotes the subject as receiving 

the action.  Dana & Mantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 

(The Macmillan Co., 1955), page 161.  

At Jn 12:27 Jesus’ words “my soul is troubled” do not refer simply to an emotional 

experience.  The fear and anxiety experienced by the One who has been sent shows that 

he has humbled himself to the utmost, in order to take upon himself the lost condition 

of man, and in this very condition to glorify the Father.  710 

 

The Christian way is both: hard, and easy.  Christ says “Give me All.  I don’t want so 

much of your time and so much of your money and so much of your work: I want You.  I 

have not come to torment your natural self, but to kill it.  No half-measures are any 

good.  I don’t want to cut off a branch here and a branch there, I want to have the 

whole tree down.  I don’t want to drill the tooth, or crown it, or stop it, but to have it 

out.  And over the whole natural self, all the desires which you think innocent as well as 

the ones you think wicked—the whole outfit.  I will give you a new self instead.  In fact, I 

will give you Myself; my own will shall become yours.” 

Both harder and easier than what we are all trying to do: You have noticed, I expect, 

that Christ Himself sometimes describes the Christian way as very hard, sometimes as 

very easy.  He says, “Take up your Cross”—in other words, it is like going to be beaten to 

death in a concentration camp.  Next minute he says, “My yoke is easy and my burden 

light.” He means both.  C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity  

 

 

 

 


